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CREATIVE PROJECTS MANUAL

FLOWER 

JEWELRY

FLOWER 
JEWELRY

An integral part of every woman’s possession; and 

to be honest, in some cases even obsession. What 

the reason for this is, we can only guess but we all 

know women do like jewelry a lot. Maybe not all of 

them (to avoid tarring them with the same brush) 

but definitely most of them. So what? We don’t think 

there is anything wrong with that, which is why we 

decided to share some ideas with you about how to 

make the ladies you care about even happier. As you 

will see, all the following creations are suitable not 

only for adult women but for girls as well. And they 

will make a perfect gift!

HAIRBAND

Start with a simple trio of threes: use your 3DSimo to 
3D draw the hairband three times.

When that is done, make all the separate decorative 
leaves and put them together in groups to form 
flowers. The leaves should be slightly covering one 
another and a little distorted so as to look real.
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Connect the ends of the three parts of your hairband 
and attach the flowers and leaves to it.3

Now you are all set to give 
it to any lady you want.4

BRACELET AND CHOKER

3D draw the leaves and flowers with Flexi material 
which will provide the accessories with quite good 
and necessary flexibility.

You can, of course, adjust the length of both the bracelet 
and the choker so that it fits well around the wrist or 
neck of the lady you are planning on giving it to.
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EARRINGS 

Make all the separate deco-
rative leaves and put them 
together in groups to form 
flowers. The leaves should be 
slightly covering one another 
and a little distorted so as to 
look real.

Make all the separate decorative leaves and put them together 
in groups to form flowers. The leaves should be slightly covering 
one another and a little distorted so as to look real.

Make all the separate decorative leaves and put them together 
in groups to form flowers. The leaves should be slightly covering 
one another and a little distorted so as to look real.

Attach the flowers to the round part 
of the ring with melted material.

Use your BURNING ATTACHMENT to make a small hole 
in the edge of the flowers for an earring hook. Attach the flowers to a hair clip 

with melted material.
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HAIR CLIP RING

Make a small pellet from the material on one end. 
The pellet needs to be able to be put through the leaf 
on the opposite end. It will be a way of fastening it.
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